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Abstract. The top quark is the most recently discovered quark. Relatively little is known about its properties so far. Due to its very large mass of about 175 GeV/c$^2$, the top quark behaves differently from all other quarks and provides a unique environment for tests of the Standard Model. Furthermore, it is believed to yield sensitivity to physics beyond the Standard Model. This report discusses the latest measurements and studies of top quark properties and rare decays from the Tevatron in Run II.
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1 Introduction

The top quark discovery in 1995 by the experiments CDF and DØ [1] defines the start of the exciting era of top quark physics at the Tevatron. After very successful upgrades of the $p\bar{p}$ collider Tevatron for higher beam energy and luminosity and of both experiments for faster readout and trigger electronics, better tracking and muon detection, data taking in Run II started in the year 2001. Since then, the Tevatron provided more than 1 fb$^{-1}$ of $p\bar{p}$ collision data at $\sqrt{s} = 1.96$ TeV to each experiment. At present, up to 370 pb$^{-1}$ have been analyzed in top quark studies.

Top quark physics at the Tevatron can be divided into the following categories: 1) top quark production, 2) fundamental properties of the top quark, 3) top quark interactions to gauge bosons, 4) anomalous top quark production, 5) anomalous top quark decays, and 6) new physics in events with $t\bar{t}$ topology.

The first category, the top quark production, is studied via the measurements of the strong $t\bar{t}$ production cross section and the search for the electroweak single-top production, in the Standard Model (SM) expected to be around 7 pb and $\approx 3$ pb, respectively. Measurements of the $t\bar{t}$ production cross section have been performed in many different top quark decay modes. The results are found to be consistent between the two experiments, all channels and with the Standard Model (SM) expectation within a combined precision of $\approx 14\%$ [2]. The corresponding data sets, quantitatively understood in terms of selection efficiency and signal and background contribution form the basis of all studies of properties and rare decays of the top quark. Single-top production is expected to be observed with $1 - 2$ fb$^{-1}$ of data [3].

The other categories are discussed in turn in this document in Sections 2 to 6. All limits are quoted at the 95% CL unless noted otherwise.

In the SM, assuming unitarity of the three-generation CKM matrix, the matrix element $|V_{tb}|$ is found to be essentially unity. Therefore, the top quark is expected to decay to a $W$-boson and a $b$-quark nearly 100% of the time. The $W$-boson subsequently decays either to a pair of quarks or a lepton-neutrino pair. Depending on the lepton or hadronic decay of the two $W$-bosons, the resulting event topologies of $t\bar{t}$ decays are classified as all-jets channel (46.2%), lepton+jets ($\ell$+jets) channel (43.5%), and dilepton ($\ell\ell$) channel (10.3%). Each decay topology contains at least two $b$-jets. While $\ell$ in the above classification refers to $e$, $\mu$, or $\tau$, most of the results to date rely on the $e$ and $\mu$ channels. Therefore, in what follows, $\ell$ will be used to refer to $e$ or $\mu$, unless noted otherwise.

2 Top Quark Interactions to Gauge Bosons

2.1 Spin Correlation

DØ has searched for evidence of spin correlation of $t\bar{t}$ pairs [5]. The $t$ and $\bar{t}$ are expected to be unpolarized but to be correlated in their spins. Since top quarks decay before hadronizing, their spins at production are transmitted to their decay daughter particles. Spin correlation is studied by analyzing the joint decay angular distribution of one $t$ daughter and one $\bar{t}$ daughter. The sensitivity to top spin is greatest when the daughters are down-type fermions (charged leptons or $d$-type quarks), in which case, the joint distribution is

$$\frac{1}{\sigma} \frac{d^2\sigma}{d(\cos \theta_+ \cdot d(\cos \theta_-)} = \frac{1 + \kappa \cdot \cos \theta_+ \cdot \cos \theta_-}{4},$$

(1)

where $\theta_+$ and $\theta_-$ are the angles of the daughters in the top rest frames with respect to a particular spin quantization axis, the optimal choice being the off-diagonal basis.
2.2 Measurement of $B(t \to Wb)/B(t \to Wq)$

CDF and DØ report direct measurements of the $t \to Wb$ branching ratio $[6,7]$. Comparing the number of events with 0, 1 and 2 tagged $b$ jets in the lepton+jets channel, and for CDF also in the dilepton channel, and using the known $b$-tagging efficiency, the ratio $R = B(t \to Wb)/\sum_{q=d,s,b} B(t \to Wq)$ can be extracted (Figure 1). DØ performs a simultaneous fit for the production cross section $\sigma_{tt}$ and the ratio $R$. A deviation of $R$ from unity would imply either non-SM top decay, a non-SM background to $tt$ production, or a fourth generation of quarks. Assuming that all top decays have a $W$ boson in the final state, that only three generations of fermions exist, and that the CKM matrix is unitary, CDF and DØ also extract the CKM matrix-element $|V_{tb}|$. The results of these measurements are summarized in Table 1.

The top quark decay to $Wb$ is indeed found to be dominant, although these studies are presently limited by statistics and will profit from the upcoming larger data sets.

A more direct measurement of the $Wtb$ coupling constant will be possible when enough data are accumulated to detect the $s$-channel and $t$-channel single-top production processes $[8]$. The cross sections for these processes are proportional to $|V_{tb}|^2$, and no assumption is needed on the number of families or on the unitarity of the CKM matrix in extracting $|V_{tb}|$.

2.3 Study of $B(t \to \tau\nu q)$

The SM’s heavy third generation particles, the top and bottom quarks, the tau and the tau neutrino are intriguing. The high energies required to produce the third generation particles, particularly in the case of the top quark, have resulted in the particles being the least studied in the SM. Current measurements leave room for new physics in the interactions and decays of these particles. The high masses of the particles give rise to the hope that studying them could help shed light on the origin of fermion masses. CDF measures the rate of top-antitop events with a semi-leptonically decay tau in $t\bar{t} \to \tau \ell b\bar{b}\nu\nu$ and $t\bar{t} \to \mu \nu b\bar{b}\nu\nu$ events in 200 pb$^{-1}$ of Run II data $[8]$. Semi-leptonic tau decays account for 64% of all tau decays. This analysis does not include tau decaying to electrons or muons because their leptonic tau decays are difficult to differentiate from prompt leptons. CDF compares the observed with the predicted rate as a test of the SM. Many extensions to the SM predict identical final states which could lead to an anomalous rate. For example the charged Higgs decay from $tt$, $tt \to H^\pm Wbb$, $H^\pm \to \tau^\pm \nu$. This analysis is a search for any such anomalous processes that could show up in the final state as an enhanced (or suppressed) rate for tau leptons in top decays. The ratio $r_\tau = B(t \to b\nu)/B_{SM}(t \to b\nu)$ is found to be $r_\tau < 5.0$ and therefore consistent with the SM.

2.4 Measurement of the Helicity of the $W$-Boson in Top Quark Decays

Studies of decay angular distributions provide a direct check of the $V-A$ nature of the $Wtb$ coupling and information on the relative coupling of longitudinal and transverse $W$ bosons to the top quark. In the SM, the fraction of decays to longitudinally polarized $W$ bosons is expected to be $F_0^{SM} = x/(1+x)$, $x = m_t^2/2M_W^2$, ($F_0^{SM} \sim 70\%$ for $m_t = 175$ GeV/c$^2$). Fractions of left- or right-handed $W$ bosons are denoted as $F_-$ and $F_+$, respectively. In the SM, $F_-$ is expected to be $\approx 30\%$ and $F_+ \approx 0\%$. CDF
Table 2. Measurement and upper limits of the $W$ helicity in top quark decays from CDF and DØ. The integrated luminosity $\int L dt$ is given in units of (pb$^{-1}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$W$ helicity</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$\int L dt$</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{F}_0 = 0.91 \pm 0.39$</td>
<td>CDF Run I</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>$p_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{F}_0 = 0.56 \pm 0.32$</td>
<td>DØ Run I</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{F}<em>0 = 0.74^{+0.22}</em>{-0.34}$</td>
<td>CDF Run II</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$M_{\theta} + p_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{F}_+ &lt; 0.18$</td>
<td>CDF Run I</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>$M_{\theta} + p_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{F}_+ &lt; 0.27$</td>
<td>CDF Run II</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$M_{\theta} + p_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{F}_+ &lt; 0.25$</td>
<td>DØ Run II</td>
<td>230-370</td>
<td>$\cos \theta^* + p_T$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5 Search for Top Quark Decay via FCNC Couplings

Physics beyond the SM can manifest itself by altering the expected rate of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) interactions. FCNC decays of the top quark are of particular interest. The large mass of the top quark suggests a strong connection with the electroweak symmetry breaking sector. Evidence for unusual decays of the top quark might provide insights into that mechanism. For the top quark, the FCNC decays $t \to qZ$ and $t \to q\gamma$ (where $q$ denotes either a $c$- or a $u$-quark) are expected to be exceedingly rare (branching fractions of $10^{-10}$ or smaller), since they are suppressed by the GIM mechanism and any observation of these decays in the available data sample would indicate new physics. In general, FCNC interactions are present in models which contain an extended Higgs sector, Supersymmetry, dynamical breaking of the electroweak symmetry, or an additional symmetry.

CDF reported a search for flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) decays of the top quark $t \to q\gamma$ and $t \to qZ$ in the Run I data [14]. CDF assumes that one top decays via FCNC while the other decays via $Wb$. For the $t \to q\gamma$ search, two signatures are examined, depending on whether the $W$ decays leptonically or hadronically. For leptonic $W$ decay, the signature is $\gamma f$ and missing $E_T$, and for hadronic $W$ decay, it is $\gamma + 4$ jets. In either case, one of the jets must have a secondary vertex $b$ tag. One event is observed ($\mu\nu\gamma$) with an expected background of less than half an event, giving an upper limit on the top branching ratio of $B(t \to q\gamma) < 3.2\%$. In the search for $t \to qZ$, CDF considers $Z \to \mu\mu$ or $ee$ and $W \to q\nu$, giving a $Z + 4$ jets signature. One $\mu\mu$ event is observed with an expected background of 1.2 events, giving an upper limit on the top branching ratio of $B(t \to qZ) < 0.33$. These limits on top quark decay branching ratios can be translated into limits on the flavor-changing neutral current couplings $\kappa_\tau < 0.42$ and $\kappa_Z < 0.73$. With 2 fb$^{-1}$, CDF and DØ are expected to improve their sensitivity to $\kappa_\tau$ and to $\kappa_Z$ significantly with the increased Run II data set.

3 Fundamental Properties of the Top Quark

3.1 Top Quark Mass

The Tevatron Electroweak Working Group has recently combined all available direct measurements of the top quark mass yielding a new world average of $m_{\text{top}} = 172.7 \pm 2.9$ GeV/c$^2$ [15]. The ultimate precision from the Tevatron on the top mass measurement is expected to be better than 2.0 GeV/c$^2$ per experiment.

3.2 Electric Charge of the Top Quark

The top quark is the only quark whose electric charge has not been measured through a production threshold in $e^+e^-$ collisions. Since the CDF and DØ analyses on top quark production do not associate the $b$, $\bar{b}$ and $W^\pm$
4 Anomalous Top Quark Production

4.1 Cross Section Ratio $\sigma_{t\bar{t}}/\sigma_{t+jets}$

It is a priori not obvious, that the ‘top quark’, observed in the dilepton decay mode is identical to the ‘top quark’ in the lepton+jets decay mode. If both decay modes result exclusively from the decay of the SM top quark, they should have the same production cross section. If the production or the decay of the top quarks had non-SM contributions, one mode might be enhanced with respect to the other.

CDF has measured the cross section ratio $R_{\sigma} = \sigma_{t\bar{t}}/\sigma_{t+jets}$ of the $t\bar{t}$ production cross section in the dilepton and lepton+jets channels in 125 pb$^{-1}$ of Run II data. CDF finds $R_{\sigma} = 1.45^{+0.83}_{-0.55}$ and $R_{\sigma} > 0.46$ ($< 4.45$), consistent with the SM. This result is also translated into generic top decay branching ratio limits. The considered cases are a fully hadronic decay $t \rightarrow Xb$, where $Br(X \rightarrow qq) = 100\%$ or a fully leptonic decay, i.e. $t \rightarrow Yb$, where $Br(Y \rightarrow qq) = 100\%$. The limits on $R_{\sigma}$ translate into limits on the fully hadronic or the fully leptonic decay of the top quark as $Br(t \rightarrow Xb) < 0.46$ and $Br(t \rightarrow Yb) < 0.47$.

4.2 Anomalous Kinematics in $t\bar{t}$ Events

CDF reports a search for anomalous kinematics of $t\bar{t}$ dilepton events in 193 pb$^{-1}$ [17]. A new a priori technique has been developed, designed to isolate the subset of events in a data sample which reveals the largest deviation from SM expectation and to quantify the significance of this departure. Four variables are considered: the missing transverse energy, $E_T$, the transverse momentum of the leading lepton $p_T$, the angle $\phi_{mn}$ between the leading lepton and the direction of $E_T$ in the plane transverse to the beam, and a variable $T$, representing how well the kinematics of an event satisfy the $t\bar{t}$ decay hypothesis based on the expected and observed $E_T$ vector. This method is especially sensitive to data subsets that preferentially populate regions where new high-$p_T$ physics can be expected. No such subset is found. Although the lepton $p_T$ distribution exhibits a mild excess at low $p_T$, CDF determines the level of consistency of the $t\bar{t}$ dilepton sample with the SM expectation and finds a $p$-value of $1.0 - 4.5\%$, showing good agreement with the SM.

This type of search for anomalous kinematics is presently limited and will improve with larger data sets.

4.3 Top Production via Intermediate Resonances

Motivated by the large mass of the top quark, several models suggest that the top quark plays a role in the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking. One example is topcolor, where a large top quark mass can be generated through the formation of a dynamic $t\bar{t}$ condensate, $X$, which is formed by a new strong gauge force coupling preferentially to the third generation. Another example is topcolor-assisted technicolor, predicting a heavy $Z'$ boson that couples preferentially to the third generation of quarks with cross sections expected to be visible at the Tevatron. CDF and DØ have searched for $t\bar{t}$ production via intermediate, narrow-width, heavy vector bosons $X$ in the lepton+jets channels. The $t$ and $\bar{t}$ final states are identified through a kinematic fit. The possible $t\bar{t}$ production via an intermediate resonance is sought for as a peak in the spectrum of the invariant $t\bar{t}$ mass. CDF and DØ exclude narrow width heavy vector bosons $X$ with mass $M_X < 480$ GeV/c$^2$ and $M_X < 560$ GeV/c$^2$, respectively, in Run I [19], and $M_X < 680$ GeV/c$^2$ in DØ Run II [20].

5 Anomalous Top Quark Decays

5.1 Search for Charged Higgs Boson in $t\bar{t}$ Decays

Both CDF and DØ have searched for non-SM top decays, particularly those expected in supersymmetric models, such as $t \rightarrow H^+b$, followed by $H^+ \rightarrow \tau^+\nu$ or $\tau\nu$. The $t \rightarrow H^+b$ branching ratio has a minimum at $\tan \beta = \sqrt{m_t/m_b} \simeq 6$, and is large in the region of either $\tan \beta \ll 6$ or $\tan \beta \gg 6$. In the former range, $H^+ \rightarrow \tau\nu$ is dominant, while $H^+ \rightarrow \tau^+\nu$ dominates in the latter range. These studies are based either on direct searches for these final states, or on top “disappearance”. In the standard lepton+jets or dilepton cross section analyses, any charged Higgs decays are not detected as efficiently as $t \rightarrow W^\pm b$, primarily because the selection criteria are optimized for the standard decays, and because of the absence of energetic isolated leptons in Higgs decays. A significant $t \rightarrow H^+b$ contribution would give rise to measured $t\bar{t}$ cross sections lower than the SM prediction (assuming that non-SM contributions to $t\bar{t}$ production are negligible).

In Run II, CDF has searched for charged Higgs production in dilepton, lepton+jets and lepton+hadronic tau final states, considering possible $H^+$ decays to $cs$, $\tau\nu$, $t^*b$ or $W^+b^0$ in addition to the SM decay $t \rightarrow W^+b$ [21]. Depending on the top and Higgs decay branching
ratios, which are scanned in a particular 2-Higgs Doublet benchmark Model, the number of expected events in these decay channels can show an excess or deficit when compared to SM expectations. A model-independent interpretation, yields a limit of $B(t \to H^+ b) < 0.91$ for $80 \text{ GeV} < m_{H^+} < 160 \text{ GeV}$. Stronger limits are set assuming specific $H^+$ decay scenarios (see Figure 3).

6 New Physics in Events with $t\bar{t}$ Topology

6.1 Search for a Fourth Generation $t'$ Quark

Recent theoretical developments, such a Little Higgs Models, 2-Higgs Doublet scenarios, $N = 2$ SUSY models, or the “beautiful mirror” model, hypothesize the existence of a heavy $t'$. Assuming that such a heavy $t'$ quark is pair-produced strongly, has mass greater than the top quark, and decays promptly to $Wq$ final states, the final state event topology is very similar to that of $t\bar{t}$ events, except that the distribution of the total transverse energy $HT$ would tend to larger values.

CDF has performed a search for such a heavy $t'$ quark in the lepton+jets channel using 200 pb$^{-1}$ of data. The observed $H_T$ distribution is compared to a combination of SM background and $t\bar{t}$ signal, the latter with floating normalization, plus a possible $t\bar{t}W$ signal using a maximum likelihood fit, allowing to set upper cross section limits for $t'$ production as a function of the $t'$ mass. In comparison to the expected QCD $t\bar{t}W$ production cross section, these results are translated into $t'$ mass limits, ruling out a $t'$ with mass greater than about 175 GeV/c$^2$, if the true top mass is about the same value. For a smaller top mass the excluded $t'$ mass is lower, and vice versa for higher masses. The CDF limit on the $t'$ production will steadily improve with more data in Run II.

7 Summary

After the top quark discovery in Run I and the re-establishment of the top quark signal with the upgraded detectors and improved analysis techniques in the early Run II, top quark physics at the Tevatron has now entered the stage of detailed studies of the top quark properties. A wealth of results on top quark properties in the SM as well as searches for new top quark couplings and decays are becoming available. This development is expected to even accelerate with $\geq 1$ fb$^{-1}$ of data being available to both, CDF and DØ, very soon.
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